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6.1 PARK DESIGN

Successful park design requires the subtle management of security and privacy. Using levels (heights), material changes and a variation of tree density and lawn size, one can accommodate different group sizes for events of varying intimacy.

Part of park closest to the road is at lower level and is only an intermediary strip of land and a fragment of the larger park.

Children’s play spaces are next to higher vantage points.

People seated are elevated from people passing by.

Clos Layat Park by BASE Landscape Architecture
Successful park design requires the subtle management of security and privacy. Using levels (heights), material changes and a variation of tree density and lawn size, one can accommodate different groupsizes for events of varying intimacy.

Part of the park closest to the road is at lower level and is only an intermediary strip of land and a fragment of the larger park.

Children’s play spaces are next to higher vantage points and people seated are elevated from people passing by.

The park is highly surveilled due to surrounding buildings. Creating larger shelters for privacy in the open space is an appropriate response.

Accessible vs inaccessible spaces by means of lawns and dedicated walkways.

Eco-Park by Levisky Arquitetos and Davis Brody Bond Aedes
1. **OPTION ONE**
Erecting a Clear-Vu fence to retain visibility of the cemetery. Pedestrians and visitors would both use the walkway, with visitors accessing locked gates of fences.
2. OPTION TWO
Recessing the walkway slightly into the ground and graves would be at waist-level, in full view and access to the pedestrian.
3. OPTION THREE
Recessing the walkway to waist-level but angle the retaining walls to avoid being able to climb or reach into the grave space.
4. OPTION FOUR
Recessing the walkway to eye-level to avoid any possible unsupervised interaction with the graves. Place stop points to make long walkway appealing.
6.3 STREET DESIGN

STREETS
Designing of streets can be a large scale urban intervention. Simple design tricks are used to define a place with minimal cost and inclusion of pedestrian, cyclist and motorist alike.
Designing streets can be a large scale urban intervention. Simple design tricks are used to define a place with minimal cost and inclusion of pedestrian, cyclist and motorist alike.

Small interventions such as paving and contrasting is an effective indicator of level and function of the street portion.

Level change and paving change used to create a unique place in addition to planting and simple street furniture.

St-Flour by Insitu Architectes Paysagistes
6.4 CEMETERY PAVING OPTIONS

FOR PEDESTRIANS WITH UNCOVERED STOP POINTS:
- LAWN
- TREES
- SEATING

NARROW WALKWAY WITH GENEROUS LAWNS TO ENCOURAGE STOPPING AT IT FOR LONGER.

ANOTHER LAWN OPTION WHERE LARGER GROUPS OF PEOPLE MAY STOP AND STAY AT THE CEMETERY RATHER THAN PASS THROUGH ONLY.

WALKWAY THAT ENCOURAGES GROUPS TO STAY AND NARROW CYCLING AND WALKING.
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